
Click-It® Cosmetic Braces
    blend with your teeth
so only the true you shows through.



Your Click-It braces not only look good, they’re 
specially designed so you feel great while your 
teeth move into all the right places.

• Easy hygiene with less food or plaque getting 
caught in your braces for a straight, healthy 
smile after treatment.

• Cheek and lip protection from painful cuts with 
rounded edges and super smooth surface.

Why Orthodontists choose Click-It
Your orthodontist chose Click-It Cosmetic Braces 
for you because in addition to looking great they 
use a special self-ligating technology. Unlike 
ordinary braces, self-ligating braces usually don’t 
require any rubber bands and can move teeth with 
more precision. The result is your braces are strong 
and durable for a perfect smile in fewer 
appointments.

Developed for 
maximum hygiene and 
minimal discomfort.



More reasons to smile than ever:
• You’re on your way to a perfect smile and 

most people may not even notice your braces.

• Less food gets caught in your braces than 
ordinary ones so teeth stay strong and clean.

• Less plaque builds up without rubber bands 
for a beautiful, healthy smile.

• Your braces are so advanced they may 
shorten treatment time and require less 
visits to your orthodontist.

Click-It Cosmetic 
Braces. Designed 
for you.

Smile with confi dence for the 
camera. Your braces won’t even 
show in most photos.

A clicking sound lets you and your 
orthodontist know that your braces 
are in place and secure.



Look great and smile throughout your 
entire treatment
Click-It Cosmetic Braces use a breakthrough 
design to blend in with your teeth. When braces 
match your teeth, only your real smile shows.

Breakthrough cosmetic design blends your braces 
so they match your teeth. You’ll look great during 
and after treatment.

Be you. 
Smile with 
confi dence.



Using a special design, your braces give you 
a straight, beautiful smile and usually don’t 
require any rubber bands. You may even fi nish 
treatment faster and in fewer appointments. 

• Minimized lip and gum irritation with extra 
smooth surfaces.

• Braces come off  easily without damaging 
your teeth at the end of your treatment.

Combined with tooth-colored wire, your 
braces are almost invisible.

Your perfect 
smile is right 
on time.
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